._ By requiring the "bound state" of particle and quantum to have the mass of the particle and be physically indistinguishable from the particle we derive fully covariant and unitary equations for particle particle scattering; these reduce to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for
system in which mi and m Q have zero total momentum we allow the spectator "j to have any momentum between zero and infinity, these limits in the three-particle zero momentum system transform covariantly.to (Brayshaw 1978) 0 sk. (Freedman et al. 1966; Brayshaw 1978; Lindesay 1981) 
(1) (0) and that since M = ~~ +dO) j when we start from.a two body channel,
, we find that the equations for the physical amplitudes are
If 
where G2 2 = q /2~, P = mlm2/(ml+m2), and the c is included with the integral to remind us to include any bound state pole terms predicted by our interaction. this would also be interesting.
It remains to extend our three particle theory to quantum production, by restoring the elastic scattering amplitude T to our two particle input.
This leads to coupled equations for the K.. and G.. which are easy to write 1J 1J down. The three particle amplitudes calculated from them are clearly 2 unitary so long as we retain the residues Ti, Ti at the poles which come from a unitarity two particle amplitude, since it is easy to show (Freedman et al. 1966 and Noyes 1982) 
